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Los Alamos, NM 87545

USA

ABSTRACT

We present new theoretical results for the charac-
teristics and performance of an rf-llnac-driven XUV free-
electron laser. These results fall Into two categories:
(1) the dependence of the small-signal gain upon the
transverse phase-space dlstrlbutlon of the electron beam
and the geometry of the optical resonator, and (2) the op-
tical spectral bandwidth. Wlthln (1) we discuss, and
present 3-d numerical calculations of, the small-signal
gains expected for different phase-space dlstrlbutlons.
The gain also varies substantially with the Raylelgh range
of the optical resonator. Thus, for maximum small-signal
gain, the design of the resonator is coupled to the
electron beam characteristics. Within (2), we discuss
conditions under which there Is a spectral broadening of
the opt?cal pulse due to the development of sidebands.
The basis of these studies are l-d flnlte pulse, and 3-d
periodic boundary condition, numerical computsr codes.

1. Introduction

In a series of previous theoretical papers [1-4], we have considered the

feaslblllty of operating an XUV (10-100 nm) FEL oscillator driven by dn

electron beam produced In an rf-linac. These studies have shown that, for

‘Work performed under the auspices of, and supported by, the Advanced Energy
Projects Dlvlslon of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences of the U. S.
Department o? Energy.
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modest improvements in electron-beam quality over that presently available

from rf-linear accelerators, sufficient small-signal gain (typically several

hundred percent) would be available to overcome expected mirror 10SSt?S In this

wavelength range. The small-signal gain would be substantially in-

homogeneously broadened due to the relatively large transverse emlttance, even

with advanced llnac designs. However, “h~gh gain” FEL effects and the accom-

panying optical mode distortion effects [3] due to reduced diffraction at

short wavelengths allow substantial broadening without reducing the gain below

threshold. It Is predicted [3] that such an XUV FEL oscillator could produce

light which Is several orders of magnitude brighter than that available in the

10-100 nm wavelength range from synchrotrons radiation sources.

The present work extends our theoretical considerations In two related

but distinct directions: in Part 11, the dependence (Ifthe small-signal gain

upnn the form of the electron beam’s transverse phase-space distribution for a

12 nm oscillator Is presented. In Part III, a discussion of the expected op-

tlca? spectral bandwidth for a 50 nm os~lllator Is presented. These two

topics are presented separately with a sunmnaryand conclusions for each topic

at the end of the corresponding section.

11. Small-Signal Gain of an XUV FEL Oscillator For Different Electron-Beam

Transverse Phase-Space Dlstrlbutlons.

A. Introduction

Since our previous theoretical c~lculat;ons [1-3] have shown that the

small-signal gain of an rf-linac-driven XUV FEL oscillator Is very substan-

tially reduced by the finite transverse emlttance of the electron beam (the

Intrinsic energy spread also contributes to the Inhomogeneous broadening and

must be carefully controlled), one might expect that the magnltua~ of the gain

would depend on the specific shape of the distribution of electrons In the

transverse phase-space of the beam, and not just on the emltta~ce which Is a

particular moment of the dlstrlbutlon. However, It is difficult to anticipate

for the case rf a linac what the transverse phase-space distrlbutlon, charac-

terized by an emlttance, wIII be because the evolution of the dlstrlbutlon

within che accelerator Is a transient process which depends upon the initial

conditluns at the Injector and the specific oper~ting configuration of the ac-

celerator sections. This contrasts with the sltuat!on in an electrsn storage
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ring In which an equilibrium Is

and energy added In the accelerat’

reached between synchrotrons radiation losses

ng section. In a storage ring, a Gaussian

phase-space density In the transverse variables is tho~ght to be quantita-

tively correct, but that may not apply to the beam generated In a linac.

Hence, in this paper, we Investigate the dependence of the small-signal gain

upon the form of the transverse phase-space distribution. This work repre-

sents an extension to a shorter optical wavelength of the ideas developed in

ref. [4]. We choose to explore these Ideas for a laser operating at 12 nm

since It Is expected [5] that a multifaceted rhodium mirror would provide

about 60% reflectivity at this wavelength: this Implies a laser threshold

gain (gain Is defined as power output divided by power Input) of 2.77 for a

two multifaceted mirror resonator.

B. Transverse Phase-space Dlstrlbutlons and Emlttance.

Let x, x’ = Vxlc, y, and y’ = Vylc be the transverse phase-space co-

or~~nates of electrons. They are distributed according to a normalized

dlstrlbutlon f(x, x’, Y, Y’) (let dr = dx dx’ dy dy’):

J fdr = 1 (1)

The average value of any function g of these coordinates Is then Given

by

J
<g> = g(x, x’, y, y’) f dr (2)

Ue define [6] the en,lttance c as

1/2~ ❑ [excy] (3)

where

● 4n[<x2><x ,2, - 2 1/2
Cx (xx’> ]

= 4m[<y2)<y ,2, 2 1/2
CY

- <yy’) ]

In this paper we shall assume that
.

(4)

(5)
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●x = CY’c
(6)

The transverse phase-space distribution wiil be assumed to be a function

of the variable B: f = f(B)

B = (X/i)2+ (X’/i’ )2+ (y/j’ )2+ (y ’/j’)2 (7)

where ~, ~’, ~, and ~’ are fixed constants. For a parabolic-pole-face un-

tapered wiggler [7], the form of the distribution function Inside the wiggler

will be the same as outside the wiggler If the following matching conditions

hold:

-1x =K~
P

(8;

~’ = Kfl~ (9)

where K~ = (awKv,/2yo) is the betatron wavenumber and aw = (Iel BwAw/2mmc2)

is the dimensionless wiggler parameter. The distribution will be in’~ariant If

the electron energy loss In the wiggler Is small, which Is the case since we

are only interested In small-signal gain values here.

Four different transverse phase-space distribution functions wII

considered:

Case 1. GaussIan fl dr ■ N exp(-B) dr (

be

o)

Case 2. “Almost Gaussian” f2 dr = 1.67097 N exp(-B1”5) dr (11)

Case 3. “Almost Uniform” f3 dr ■ 2.25305 N exp(-B4) dr (12)

Case 4. Uniform f4 dr ■ 2N dr for all values (13)

of x, x’, y, and y’ such that B 6 1.

-1The normalization factor Is N ■ (R2 ~ ~’ ~ ~’) . For these four dlstrlbu-

tlons, one can further show that [4]:

Case 1. ‘x ■ 21ri i’ (14)

case 2. ‘x ■ 1011225 i i’ (15)
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Case 3. = 0.687a ~ ~’‘x (16)

Case 4.
‘x = (2/3)m ~ ~’ (17)

Hence, given an electron beam energy yo, an emittance value e, and a fixed

wiggler design (aw. Kw), one can uniquely determine the values of all four

constants for each of the four distribution functions by using Eqs. (8), (9),

(14-17), and (6).

c. Calculated Small-signal Gain Values

We shall compute single pass small-signal gains (rather than the self-

conslstent resonator solutions) using the three-dimensional free-electron

laser simulation program FELEX [8]. The optical beam 1s initially In the

lowest order Gauss;an mode of a two-mirror optical resonator and Is specified

by a Raylelgh range and an optical wavelength. The mode Is nominal l:’focused

at the center of the wiggler. The finite temporal structure of the electron

and light pulses Is Ignored: gains are single-wavelength tlme-lndependent

values associated with the peak current of a long electron pulse. All quoted

optical gain values have been maxim:zed over a range of optical wavelengths

for each Raylelgh range.

Table 1 shows the values of various electron-beam parameters used In the

nunlerlcal calculations. The parameters of the untapured ~iggler magnet are

listed in Table 2. Figure 1 shows plots of the nume:lcally calculated small-

slgnal gain, maxlmlzed over a range of optical wavelengths near 12 nm, vs.

Raylelgh range for each of the four transverse phase-space distribution func-

tions. Note that a two-mirror resonator with 60% reflectivity mirrors [5] has

a threshold gain of 2.77. Figure 1 shows that the gain v&rles with Raylelgh

range differently for each of the four cases, and therefore, the maximum gain

is attained at different Rayleigh ranf.jes.Case 1, the Gaussian phase-sphce

distribution, clearly yields the largest gain. The other cases are only

slightly above threshold, so In obtaining the calculated results below, we

used all of the paramet~r values listed in Tables 1 and 2 except we take a

current. of 200 A. Figure 2 shows the corresponding gain curves, all of which

are now comfortably above threshold. Note that both these figures suggest

that the design of the optical resonator (the Ruyleigh range) 1s coupled to

the electron-beam phase-space distribution If maximum gain Is to be achieved.
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Figure 3 shows plots of the partially saturated gain for the same condi-

tions as Fig. 2 except at an initial on-axis light intensity of S x 109w/cm2.

We see from Fig. 3 that the saturated gains peak at about the same Ray’

range values as did the small-signal gain values of Fig. 2. If this did

occur, the design of the resonator might need to be further complicated.

Figure 4 shows how the gains, mzxlmlzed over wavelength and Ray’

range, vary with current at a fixed electron beam brightness. The brighi

is given by (1/c~), where Cn is the normalized emittance. One sees from

eigh

not

eigh

ness

Fig.

4 that the gains are not constant at constant brightness, and therefore are

not functions of the brightness only. However, It might bc.possible to exceed

threshold for peak currents less than 200 A at this brightness value of 3.7 x

1L6 A/cm*.

D. Sunnnaryand Conclusions

We have shown that the magnitude of the small-signal gain depends upon

the form of the transverse phase-space distribution function of the electron

beam by doing three-dimensional calculations with the code FELEX [8] for four

different distribution functions, each af which corresponded to the same

transverse emlttance. For the examples con~idered here, the Gaussian dis-

tribution gave the largest gain, but that Is not necessarily true in all cases

[4]. The call-ulations show that the maximum small-signal gain occurz at dif-

ferent Rayleigh ranges for different transverse phase-space distributions.

Therefore, this couples the design of the opt~cal resonator to the electron-

beam properties. We found that a current of 200A Is needed at a normalized

emittance en = 23.4n x 10-4cm rad for peak gain Ialues of all of the distribu-

tions considered here to comfortably exceed the threshold value of 2.77

expected [5] for a resonator made with two multifaceted rhodium mirrors for

use with an optical wavelength of about 12 nm. A discussion of slmllar cal-

culations In terms of the shape of the correspondlog effective energy

distrlbutlon, and the transverse spatial overlap between the optical mode and

the electron beam, Is given in ref. [4]. We also showed that peak values of

saturated gain occur for nearlv the sdme Rayle

small-signal gains. It was demo: rated that the

with current at a fixed electron-beam brlqhtness

ferent for different phase-space distributions.

gh ranges as maxlmlzed the

small-signal gain varies

and the variation 1s dlf-
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111. The Optical Spectrum of an Rf-Linac-Driven XUV FEL Osclllatcw.

A. Introduction

If radiation from an XUV FEL oscillator is to be used for spectroscopic

studies, it is essential to know what the spectral width of the light will be.

Here we present numerical calculations of the spectral properties expected of

a 50 nm FEL oscill~tor. In particular, we show that sideband generation [9],

[10] will occur with an accompanying increase in both power and spectral

bandwidth. We show how to avoid sidebands by (1) increasing the optical

resonator output coupling

ing. Both methods avoid s-

optical power.

and (2) operating at a finite cavity length detun-

deband generation by reduc’ng the intracavity

B. Calculated Spectral Properties

The onset of the sideband instability [9] in a FEL oscillator occurs

when the synchrotrons length Ls is comparable to the length of the wiggler Lw:

Ls = [(2-Y:A~)/(aw(l + 0.5 a~)as)]l’2 (18)

where a~ = Iel Es/(m:2K~) and Es is the amplitude of the optical field. For a

uniform wiggler, the optical power saturates when the electrons execute a par-

tiul synchrotrons oscillation. The sideband instability is a potential problem

If very narrow ba~dwldth light is needed for spectroscopic applications.

In this work, the sideband instability Is controlled by reducing the op-

tical power level In the FEL oscillator (hence one has Ls >> Lw). This is

accomplished by: (1) Increasing the output coupling of the optical resocator,

and (2) optical cavity length detuning. The l-d time-dependent computer code

FELP is used to perform simulations to Investigate the optical spectrum of the

oscillator. FELP (FEL Pulse) models the longitudinal micropulse structure of

the electron bunch from an rf-llnac: in this work, the bunch length Is taken

to be 20 ps. In the periodic [l.l]and pulse [9] approximations, FELP simu-

lates the sideband instability Including an effective energy spread [2], [4]

which models the electron beam transverse em’

were used to determine the effect of output coup

Pulse simulations were made for the cavity

dimensional gains are calibrated to three-dimens

ttance. Perlodlc simulations

ing on the optical spectrum.

length detunlng curves. One-

onal results by adjusting the
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optical beam size via the Rayleigh range. The parameter values used in the

calculations are given in Table 3.

Figure (5a) shows the calculated optical poker vs. the number of passes

through the optical cavity, and Fig. (5b) shows the corresponding gain per

pass. The small plateau In Fig. (5a) and the steep drop in Fig. (5b) near

pass 50 mark the onset of significant sideband modulation of the laser light.

Note from Fig. (5a) that the power Increases substantially after this onset.

Table 4 shows the effect of increasing the output coupling upon the in-

tracavity power and spectral bandwidth. If 90% of the total optical power Is

contained within a wavelength’’interval of width AA which is centered at the

wavelength A at which the spectral di?nsity is maximum, the bandwidth Is

defined to be AAIA. If a power P,n is Incident on the entrance to the wig-

91er, pin G 1S the power output from the wiggler, where G is the gain. After

making one round trip in the cavity, the power incident upon the wiggler

entrance on the beginning of the next pass Is (1-cavity loss) x Plrlx G. The

excess small-signal gain SSG is then given by

SSG ❑ (l-cavity loss) XG - 1 (19)

Note that “cavity loss” includes losses due to mirror reflectivity as well as

output coupling. Table 4 shows that increasing the output coupling (“cavity

loss”) reduces the net small-signal gain SSG, the equilibrium cavity power,

and also the bafidwidth. These results depend somewhat upon the model of spon-

taneous emission in the calculations, and that model may be refined further in

future work.

The variatioc of the bandwidth with pass number Is shown In Fig. (6a)

for zero cavity length detunlng and In Fig. (6b) for -50~m cavity length

detunlng. One sees that at -50~m, the bandwidth equilibrates at a low level

due to the absence of sidebands. Figure (7a) shows the calculated

desynchronlsm curve, while Fig. (7b) shows the associated optical bandwidth

vs. cavity length detunlng.

c. Surmnary and Conclusions

We have shown by numerical calculations that the sideband instability

[9], [10] Is a potential problem In an XUV FEL driven by an rf-linear ac-

celerator, If very narrow optical bandwidths are required for spectroscopic
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applications of the generated light. Control of sideband generation and the

associated spectral broadening is possible by (1) increasing the output cou-

pling of the optical resonator or by (2) cavity length detunlng. Both of

these methods reduce the steady state intracavity power. For an rf-linac-

driven FEL oscillator operating at a wavelength of 50 nm, we have calculated

that, with sidebands allowed to grow, an intracavlty power of ten:,of

megawatts and an optical bandwidth of about 1% is to be expected. With the

sidebands suppressed, the expected intracavity power Is a few megawatts and

the bandwidth is S 0.1%.
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~able 1: Standard Parameter Values for the Electron Beam

peak current I 2 150
electron relativistic factor E/me To

❑ 1045.62

transverse emittance c 7.0306 X 10-4

534.3 MeV

cm rad

normalized emittance En = Toe 23.4m X 10-4 cm rad

betatron wavelength ho ❑ 21r/Kfl 2.9875 x 103 cm

fractional intrinsic energy spread Ay/yo 1 x 10-3
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Table 2: Untapercd diggler Parameter Values

wavelength, Aw 1.6 cm

peak magnetic field, Bw 0.75 T

dimensionless wiggler parameter aw 1.12

full gap 0.4 cm

length 1.2 x 103 cm

magnet material SmCo

parabolic-pole-face with equal focusing in x and y
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Table 3: FEL Oscillator Parameter Values for Spectral Studies

optical beam :

electron beam:

wiggler

small-s

average

h = 50 nm

I = 150 A, 70 = 511.5, A~/yo = .2%, Cn = 407rX 10-4 cm rad

: L=800cm, A=
el$al focuslngwin

gnal ga<n: 5.2

power: 10-4 x p~ak power

1.6 cm, Bw = .75 T, parabolic-pole-face with
x and y
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Tabie 4: Increased output coupling reduces the optical bandwidth—.

Cavity Loss (%) SSG (%) Cavity Power (MW) Bandwidth (%)

59 105 60 ,9

64 80 37 .7

69 60 20 .6

74 32 8 .4

77 18 2.5 .06

79 8 1.1 .06
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1 Small-signal gain vs. Raylelgh range (for A ■ 12 nm) f~r standard
parameter values for four different phase-space distribution func-
tions.

Fig. 2 $mall-signal gain v~. Raylelgh range for I = 200A and other standard
parameter values.

Fig. 3 P~rtlally saturated gain vs. Raylelgh range.

Fig. 4 Maximum small-signal gain vs. peak current at fixed electron-beam
brightness.

Fig. 5a Optical power vs. pass number.

Fig. 5b Gain vs. pass number.

Fig. 6a Bandwidth vs. pass number at zero cavity length detunlng.

Fig. 6b Bandwidth vs. pass number at -50Um cavity length detunfng.

Fig. 7a Intracavlty power vs. cavity length detunlng.

Fig. 7b Optical spectral bandwidth vs. cavity length detunlng.
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